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Abstract—We show how to exploit temporal and spatial
coherence to achieve efficient and effective text detection and
decoding for a sensor suite moving through an environment in
which text occurs at a variety of locations, scales and orientations
with respect to the observer. Our method uses simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) to extract planar “tiles” representing scene surfaces. It then fuses multiple observations of each
tile, captured from different observer poses, using homography
transformations. Text is detected using Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) methods; MSER enables fusion of multiple observations of blurry text
regions in a component tree. The observations from SLAM and
MSER are then decoded by an Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) engine. The decoded characters are then clustered into
character blocks to obtain an MLE word configuration.
This paper’s contributions include: 1) spatiotemporal fusion
of tile observations via SLAM, prior to inspection, thereby
improving the quality of the input data; and 2) combination of
multiple noisy text observations into a single higher-confidence
estimate of environmental text.
Keywords—SLAM, Text Detection, Video OCR, Multiple Frame
Integration, DCT, MSER, Lexicon, Language Model

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Information about environmental text is useful in many task
domains. Examples of outdoor text include house numbers
and traffic and informational signage; indoor text arises in
building directories, aisle guidance signs, office numbers, and
nameplates. Given sensor observations of the surroundings we
wish to efficiently and effectively detect and decode text for
use by mobile robots or by people (e.g. the blind or visually
impaired). A key design goal is to develop text extraction
method which is fast enough to support real-time decisionmaking, e.g. navigation plans for robots and generation of
navigation cues for people.
A. End-to-End Text Spotting in Natural Scenes

Fig. 1. Our approach incorporates Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) to combine multiple noisy text observations for further analysis. Top
left: three cropped tile observations with decoded characters. Bottom left: the
spatial distribution of decoded characters from all observations (each dot is
a decoded character). A clustering is first used to group decoded characters;
each group is shown as a circle, positioned at the centroid of the decoded
characters. A second clustering step merges each group (circle) into a word
candidate, represented as a rectangle. Next, an optimal word configuration
is obtained, e.g., two groups of “L” are excluded, shown by line segments
connecting circles. The final outputs “TABLE” and “ROBOTS” (from source
text “Printable Robots”) are the optimal character sequences computed using
a language model. Right: a legend - each dot represents one character (caseinsensitive).

shape-based features, including aspect ratio, compactness, and
convex hull ratio. They reported an average run time of 0.3 s on
an 800 × 600 image, achieving recall of 64.7% in the ICDAR
2011 dataset [14] and 32.9% in the SVT dataset [31].

Aspects of end-to-end word spotting have been explored
previously. Batch methods for Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) have long existed. In a real-time setting, however,
resource constraints dictate that text decoding should occur
only in regions that are likely to contain text. Thus, efficient
text detection methods are needed. Chen and Yuille [3] trained
a strong classifier using AdaBoost to identify text regions, and
used commercial OCR software for text decoding.

Wang and colleagues [31], [30] described a character detector using Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features
or Random Ferns, which given a word lexicon can obtain an
optimal word configuration. They reported computation times
of 15 seconds on average to process an 800×1200 image. Their
lexicon driven method — combining the ABBYY FineReader
OCR engine and a state-of-the-art text detection algorithm
(Stroke Width Transform (SWT) [5]) — outperformed the
method using ABBYY alone.

Neumann and Matas [19], [20], [21] used Maximally Stable
Extremal Region (MSER) [15] detection and trained a classifier to separate characters from non-characters using several

The open-source OCR engine Tesseract [28], [29] has
some appealing features, such as line finding, baseline fitting,
joined character chopping, and broken character association.

Fig. 3. MSER component tree. Each node was classified as (potential) text,
or as non-text, based on shape descriptors including compactness, eccentricity,
and the number of outer boundary inflexion points.
Fig. 2. Top: Visualization of a 3D environment. Each yellow or black label
represents an 1 × 1 meter tile. The yellow ones are in camera field of view,
and the black ones are discovered by LIDAR, but not by camera. Bottom left:
A camera frame. Bottom right: Map generated by the SLAM module (black
lines) with generated tiles overlaid (origins in red; normals in green).

Although its accuracy was not as high as that of some other
commercial OCR engines [31], it has been widely used in
many studies.
B. Challenges
We address the problem of extracting useful environmental
text from the datastream produced by a body-worn sensor
suite. We wish to extract text quickly enough to support realtime uses such as navigation (e.g., the user seeks a numbered
room in an office or hotel), shopping (e.g., the user seeks a
particular aisle or product), or gallery visits (e.g. the user wants
notification and decoding of labels positioned on the walls and
floors, or overhead).
To achieve real-time notifications given current network
infrastructure, the processing should be performed on-board
(i.e., by hardware local to the user), rather than in the cloud,
and in a way that exploits spatiotemporal coherence (i.e. the
similarity of data available now to data available in the recent
past). First, the user often needs a response in real time,
ruling out the use of intermittent or high-latency network
connections. Second, the task involves large amounts of data
arising from observations of the user’s entire field of view at a
resolution sufficient for text detection. This rules out reliance
on a relatively low-bandwidth network connection. Moreover,
in 2013 one cannot analyze a full field of view of highresolution pixels in real-time using hardware that would be
reasonable to carry on one’s body (say, a quad- or eight-core
laptop). We investigated what useful version of the problem
could be solved with wearable hardware, and designed the
system to inspect, and extract text from, only those portions
of the surroundings that are newly visible.
Existing work has incorporated scene text in robotics [25]
and assistive technologies for visually impaired or blind people [32]. Unlike scene text in images observed by a stationary
camera, text observed by a moving camera will generally be

subject to motion blur or limited depth of field (i.e. lack of
focus). Blurry and/or low-contrast images make it challenging
to detect and decode text. Neither increasing sensor resolution,
nor increasing CPU bandwidth, are likely to enable text
detection alone; instead, improved methods are required.
For blurry or degraded images in video frames, multi-frame
integration has been applied for stationary text [27], [13],
[9], e.g., captions in digital news, and implemented for text
enhancement at pixel or sub-pixel level (see [12]). However,
additional registration and tracking are required for text in 3D
scenes in video imagery [18].
II.

T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD

SLAM has long been a core focus of the robotics community. On-board sensors such as cameras or laser range scanners
(LIDARs) enable accurate egomotion estimation with respect
to a map of the surroundings, derived on-line. Large-scale,
accurate LIDAR-based SLAM maps can now be generated
in real time for a substantial class of indoor environments.
Incremental scan-matching and sensor fusion methods have
been proposed by a number of researchers [23], [1], [6]. We
incorporate SLAM-based extraction of 1m × 1m “tiles” to
improve text-spotting performance.
Our system uses SLAM to discover newly visible vertical
tiles (Fig. 2), along with distance and obliquity of each scene
surface with respect to the sensor. For example, text can be
decoded more accurately when the normal of the surface
on which it occurs is roughly perpendicular to the viewing
direction. Furthermore, a SLAM-based approach can trace
the reoccurrence of a particular text fragment in successive
image frames. Multiple observations can be combined to improve accuracy, e.g. through the use either of super-resolution
methods [24], [7] to reduce blur before OCR, or probabilistic
lexical methods [17], [30] to combine the noisy low-level text
fragments produced by OCR. The present study focuses on the
latter method.
Some designers of text detection have used the texturebased Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to detect text in
video [4], [8]. Others have used MSER, which is fast and

Fig. 4. The system workflow. Our system takes images and laser range data as inputs, extracts tiles, invokes text detection on tiles, and finally schedules text
decoding for those tiles on which text was detected.

robust to blur, low contrast, and variation in illumination,
color and texture [21]. We use an 8 × 8-pixel window DCT
as a first-stage scan, then filter by size and aspect ratio. For
blurry inputs, individual characters of a word usually merge
into one connected component, which could be explored in
the component tree generated by MSER [22], [20], [16]; see
Fig. 3. We use MSER with shape descriptors for second-stage
classification, to extract individual characters and to produce
multiple detection regions for each character, which are then
provided to Tesseract.
The availability of multiple observations of each tile enable
our method to integrate information (Fig. 1). A clustering
process groups decoded characters across multiple frames
incorporating spatial separation and lexical distance. Candidate
interpretations are combined within each group (representing
a single character) using statistical voting with confidence
scores. A second clustering step merges groups to form word
candidates using another distance function.
Extracting environment text from word candidates is similar to the problem of handwriting word recognition, which
involves (i) finding an optimal word configuration (segmentation) and (ii) finding an optimal text string. Our approach
differs from that of Wang et al. [31], [30], who considered
(i) and (ii) as a single problem of optimal word configuration
using pictorial structure; we separate (i) and (ii) in order to
reduce running time and increase control over the individual
aggregation stages.
III.

S YSTEM

Fig. 4 shows an overview of our system’s workflow.
A. Sensor Data Inputs
Data was collected from a wearable rig containing a
Hokuyo UTM-30LX planar LIDAR, a Point Grey Bumblebee2
camera, and a Microstrain 3DM-GX3-25 IMU, shown in Fig 5.
The IMU provides pitch and roll information. All sensor data
was logged using the LCM (Lightweight Communications and
Marshaling) [10] package.
B. Extraction
As the sensor suite moves through the environment, the
system maintains an estimate of the sensor rig’s motion using
incremental LIDAR scan-matching [1] and builds a local map
consisting of a collection of line segments (Fig. 2). Two
line segments are merged if the difference of their slopes

Fig. 5. The sensors were mounted on a rig and connected to a laptop computer
for data collection.

is within a given threshold and offset. Each line segment is
split into several 1-meter lateral extents which we call tiles.
Newly visible tiles are added using the probabilistic Hough
transform [2]. For each new tile the system creates four tile
corners, each half a meter vertically and horizontally away
from the tile center.
C. Image Warping
Any tiles generated within the field of view are then
projected onto the frames of the cameras that observed them.
Multiple observations can be gathered from various viewing
positions and orientations. A fronto-parallel view of each tile is
obtained for each observation through a homography transform
constructed by generating a quadrilateral in OpenGL, and
using projective texture mapping from the scene image onto
the tile quadrilateral. A virtual camera is then placed in front
of each tile to produce the desired fronto-parallel view of that
tile at any desired resolution (we use 800 × 800 pixels). The
per-tile transform is maintained, enabling later alignment of
multiple observations in order to later improve image quality
and OCR accuracy.
Each individual observation is associated with a tile (its
unique identifier, corners, origin, and normal vector), the
synthesized fronto-parallel image, and the camera pose. These
observations are then passed to text detection and decoding.
D. Text Detection
The first stage of text detection applies an image pyramid to
each tile in preparation for multi-scale DCT, with coefficients
as per Crandall et al. [4]. The bounding box of each text

detection is then inspected using MSER [21] to extract shape
descriptors, including aspect ratio and compactness. We set
the MSER parameters as follows: aspect ratio less than 8,
and compactness greater than 15. Scale-relevent parameters
are estimated according to real-world setting (8 pixels per
cm), corresponding to a minimum text height of 3 cm, and
a minimum MSER region of 3 cm2 . The parameters for
DCT detection include a minimum edge density of 8 edgepixels per 8 × 8 window using Canny edge detection, with
high and low hysteresis parameters equal to 100 and 200,
respectively. For MSER detection, regions smaller than 5 pixels
are discarded, and the parameter delta (the step size between
intensity threshold levels) is set to 3 for higher sensitivity
to blurry inputs. Both the DCT and MSER computations are
implemented in OpenCV, with running times of about 10 msec
and 300 msec, respectively.
E. Text Decoding
Decoding proceeds as follows. First, the image regions
produced by either DCT or MSER (as gray-scale or binary
images) are processed by the Tesseract OCR engine. Using
the provided joined character chopping and broken character
association, the binary inputs are segmented into one or
multiple observations, i.e., the segmentation results from a
MSER region. Tesseract outputs with too large an aspect ratio
are removed. Each block is classified into a few candidates
with confidence scores, for example, “B”, “E” and “8” for
the crop of an image of character “B.” We set a minimum
confidence score of 65 given by Tesseract to reduce incorrectly
decoded characters. Running time depends on the number of
input regions, but is usually less than 300 msec.
F. Clustering for Character and Word Candidates
A clustering module is used to: (a) merge decoded characters across multiple observations, and (b) cluster groups of
decoded characters into word candidates. For (a), a distance
predicate is implemented by Euclidean distance, text height,
similarity between decoded results. Multiple observations can
be obtained either across multiple frames or within a single
frame. The parameters of multi-frame integration depend on
system calibration. For (b), the confidence of groups of decoded characters, size of decoded characters, and Euclidean
distance are applied. The confidence is determined by the
number of decoded characters in the group; only groups with
confidence
above a threshold are selected. The threshold is
√
Nobs /k, where Nobs is the total number of accumulated
decoded characters, and k is an arbitrary scalar. The bounding
box of each decoded character in selected groups are overlaid
on a density map, which is then segmented into regions. All
selected groups of decoded characters are assigned to a region,
representing a word candidate.
G. Finding Optimal Word Configuration and String
To extract whole words, we implemented a graph to
combine spatial information (block overlaps). The output is
a sequence of characters with each character comprising a
small number of candidates provided by Tesseract. To recover
the optimal word string each candidate from each group of
decoded characters is considered as a node in a trellis, where
the probability of each node arises from normalized voting

using confidence scores. The prior probability is computed
using bi-grams from an existing corpus [11]. We retain the
top three candidates for each group of decoded characters,
and use Viterbi’s algorithm [26] for decoding. We seek an
optimal character sequence W ∗ , as shown in Eq 1, where
P (Z|Ci ) is the probability of nodes from the confidencescored observations, and P (Ci |Ci−1 ) is the prior probability
from the bi-gram.
W ∗ = argmax

X

P (Z|Ci )P (Ci |Ci−1 )



(1)

w

IV.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Text examples in public datasets (e.g. ICDAR and SVT)
usually occur within high-quality (high-resolution, minimally
blurry) imagery. In our setting, text often occurs within lowerresolution and much more blurried imagery. Our focus is to
achieve text-spotting in a real-time system moving through
an environment. We first examine how much the information
about the surround given by SLAM and the warping process
affect text detection and decoding in video frames. Next, we
demonstrate the alignment of warped tile observations. Finally,
we evaluate the accuracy gains arising from spatiotemporal
fusion.
The evaluation is performed using a metric defined over m
ground truth words and n decoded words. The m × n pairs of
strings are compared using minimum edit distance dij for the
ith ground truth word and the j th decoded word. A score Sij
for each pair is calculated as (Ni − dij )/Ni , where Ni is the
number of character of ground truth word i, when Ni −dij > 0,
whereas Sij is 0 otherwise. The accuracy is then measured by
Eq 2, where the weight of each ground truth word wi is set to
1/max(m, n) to penalize false alarms when n > m.
Accuracy =

X
i

wi max(Sij )
j

(2)

A. Warping Accuracy with Distance and Obliquity
We mounted all equipment on a rig placed at waist height
on a rolling cart, with the LIDAR sampling at 40 Hz and
the camera sampling at 15 Hz. We attached signs with 140point (5 cm) font at various wall locations. We pushed the
cart slowly toward and by each sign to achieve varying view
angles with respect to the sign’s surface normal (Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 6(b)). The experiments were designed to evaluate
text-spotting performance under varying viewing distance and
obliquity, given that such factors effect the degree of bluriness
in imagery.
Each original tile and its warped observation cropped
from scene image frame was sent to Tesseract, our baseline
decoder. Text spotting performance vs. the baseline is plotted
as a function of viewing distance (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d)).
Examples are shown in Fig. 6(e) and Fig. 6(f).
The results suggest that the baseline decoder works poorly
when text is observed at distances greater than 1.5 m, and
generally performs better for the warped observation than
for the original ones. When the viewing direction is about
45 degrees to the surface normal, the accuracy of warping

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. The distribution of decoded characters. (a) There were only slight
vertical and horizontal shifts. (b) Comparison between data with and without
IMU for the second dataset (hand-carried). There were longer vertical drifts
without IMU, but use of the IMU reduces drift.

(c)

(d)

Merge decoded characters
Euclidean distance
Text height scalar
Decoded text similarity
Group to word candidates
Threshold of characters per group
Threshold parameter k
Size outlier scalar
Text height outlier scalar
Characters per word
Word aspect ratio min
Bounding box horizontal increment
Bounding box vertical increment

TABLE I.

(e) Original tile

(f) Warped tile

Fig. 6. Experiment settings and accuracy comparison of original and warped
observations. (a) The normal of the surface is roughly antiparallel to the
viewing direction. (b) The normal of the surface is about 45 degrees away
from the viewing direction. Plots (c) and (d) show the accuracy of baseline
decoding of original (O) and warped (W) tiles with respect to viewing distance
for observations (a) and (b). (e) An original tile observation from 0.71 meters.
(f) The warped observation corresponding to (e). The accuracy scores of (e)
and (f) are 0.67 and 0.96, respectively.

observation is more consistent than that of original, which may
be due to the skewed text line and perspective transformation
of characters.

Single Frame

Multiple Frames

10
2
1

30
2
1

1
5
5
3
1
0.3
0.05

√

Nobs /k
1.3
2
2
3
1
0.3
0.05

Parameter settings for clustering decoded characters and
word candidates.

be aligned, required shifts of around 20 pixels horizontally
and 70 pixels vertically without IMU data. When IMU data
were integrated, the vertical shifts required reduced to around
35 pixels.
Given the alignment, we chose the experiment described
in Fig. 6(b) to report the text-spotting performance of fusion
of multiple observations. The parameter settings for clustering
decoded characters and word candidates are shown in Table I.
Comparing single and multiple frame integrations, Euclidean
distance is the major factor for merging decoded characters,
whereas the threshold of number of decoded character per
group is the major factor for grouping to word candidates.

Given the limitation of baseline decoder, our proposed
method intends to extend the capability of detecting and decoding more blurry imagery by spatiotemporal fusion of multiple
observations. One key factor for integration is: how well are
the warped observations aligned? we report the alignment and
the calibration of sensors in the next section.
B. Alignment of Warped Observations
The distribution of decoded characters is shown in Fig. 7(a)
and 7(b). Misalignment among certain decoded characters was
measured manually. In 7(a), the logs were collected when the
sensors were placed on a cart. The results suggest that the drift
of decoded characters was uncertain to within about 20 pixels.
Another log was collected when the rig was hand-carried
at about chest height by an observer who walked within an
indoor environment. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates that imagery, to

Fig. 8.
tions.

Accuracy comparison with respect to viewing distance for observa-

C. Performance with Multiple Observations
We demonstrate that the proposed method combines noisy
individual observations into a higher-confidence decoding.
Fig. 8 plots the accuracy of (a) running Tesseract on the entire
tile observation (Tess), (b) combining (a) and the proposed
spotting pipeline into a single-frame detector (Tess+DMTess),
and (c) fusing multiple observations from the proposed
pipeline (Multi). The area under curve (AUC) values are
0.71, 0.79, and 0.91, respectively; these represent the overall
performance of each spotting pipeline. The results suggest that
Tess+DMTess moderately extends (to 2.4m from 1.5m) the
distance at which text can be decoded, and Multi moderately
improves the accuracy with which blurry text can be decoded
(since blur tends to increase with viewing distance). We found
that reducing the rate of false positives is critical to successful
fusion process, because high false-alarm rate tends to cause
our clustering method (§ III-F) to fail. We will continue to
investigate our observation that Tess+DMTess outperforms
Multi for close observations (1-1.5m).
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We described a SLAM-based text spotting method which
detects and decodes scene text by isolating “tiles” arising from
scene surfaces observed by a moving sensor suite. Such mode
of operation poses challenges to conventional text detection for
still imagery and stationary video frame. We demonstrate how
information about the surroundings given by SLAM can be
used to improve text spotting performance. We also show how
to merge text extracted from multiple tile observations, yielding higher-confidence word recovery end-to-end. Our future
work will 1) incorporate a more sophisticated tile orientation
and camera motion model into the observation alignment,
clustering, and language model; 2) collect large-scale datasets
for evaluation; and 3) schedule computationally intensive inspection according to a spatial prior on text occurrence, thereby
improving efficiency over the baseline method. Finally we plan
to explore the use of the method to support task performance
in robotics and assistive technology for blind and visually
impaired people.
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